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       April 12, 2021 

 

Paul Fama     Robert Foran 

Chief People Officer    Chief Financial Officer 

Metropolitan Transportation   Metropolitan Transportation 

Authority     Authority 

Two Broadway    Two Broadway  

New York, NY 10004    New York, NY 10004 

 

 Re: United Transit Leadership Organization and  

  Metropolitan Transportation Authority 

  (Compression Floor Increases) 

 

Gentlemen: 

 

 We are the United Transit Leadership Organization. The UTLO is 

the labor union certified to represent over a thousand employees in 

multiple affiliates of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority.   

 

 The UTLO believes it to be a self-evident truth that organizations 

thrive on institutional and technical knowledge gained through experience 

within the organization. When an organization disregards the knowledge 

obtained through employment in multiple capacities within the 

organization, it is forced to wrangle individuals from disparate and alien 

corporate cultures into its midst. Doing so requires extensive efforts at 

training and education and inculcation of the organization’s values that 

simply are not required were the organization to promote from within.  

 

 The New York City Transit Authority, Manhattan and Bronx 

Surface Transit Operating Authority, MTA Bus Company and the MTA, 

itself, are suffering from a substantial crisis of depleting knowledge 

because they have consistently disregarded the benefits of promotion from 

within.  

 

 The UTLO represents Deputy Superintendents, Superintendents, 

Group Stations Superintendents and Assistant General Superintendents at 

these MTA affiliates. Promotion from within would draw into these titles 

existing employees from a wide range of positions classified as 

supervisory. There is, however, absolutely no incentive for those 

supervisory employees to seek or accept promotion to the UTLO 

represented titles.  This is so because, upon promotion, these employees 

suffer an extensive diminution of wages and benefits including: 

 

 



 

 1. A substantial increase in their contributions to their medical benefits   

  without a corresponding increase in the quality or quantity of those   

  benefits; 

 

 2. the loss of overtime and compensatory time; 

 

 3. the loss of night and weekend differentials and longevity pay; 

 

 4. the loss of the right to pick work locations, days off and vacations based on  

  seniority;  

 

 5. the loss of the opportunity to earn bonuses through the Performance Improvement 

  Program; and   

 

 6. the loss of free travel on MTA commuter services. 

 

 This list is far from exhaustive.  

 

 As a result of this absence of incentive, these affiliates have been forced to hire into the 

UTLO represented titles, which the MTA classifies as managerial positions, an extraordinary 

number of personnel who have no experience with the affiliates and, even of greater concern, 

personnel with no experience in providing surface or rail transit services to the public. To be sure, 

these individuals undergo training but such training simply is not an adequate substitute for 

decades of on the job experience earned through multiple capacities.  

 

 The UTLO finds this to be a wholly unsustainable situation posing a grave threat to the 

riding public. 

 

 Although the UTLO has a host of proposals it believes would create real incentive for 

internal promotion, the simplest is to raise the “compression floor”.  The compression floor is the 

minimum salary paid to a manager. It is intended to maintain an appropriate salary gap between 

the supervisory classification and the managerial classification so that operating departments may 

successfully recruit and retain operating managers from the operating supervisory ranks. Thus, the 

stated policy of the MTA is to promote from within. The MTA, however has ignored this policy 

for a very long time 

 

 This is so because, the compression floors for the UTLO represented titles have remained 

static for over seven years. The MTA’s failure to raise the compression floor has compounded 

exponentially the inability to create a team of managerial personnel suited to the unique challenges 

faced by these employees in a seamless, efficient, cost-effective and safe manner. This failure has 

also created a crisis situation where the MTA’s managerial ranks are disproportionately populated 

by those with minimal knowledge for the necessary tasks. We don’t mean, of course, to disparage 

these individuals who, after all, are our members and who provide perfectly competent service to 

the affiliates. We believe, however, that the MTA shouldn’t be settling for “competent.” It should 

be striving for excellence.  



  

 We strongly urge the MTA Board to increase the compression floors for all UTLO 

represented titles at the earliest possible time. Doing so will provide a valuable step towards 

enabling the MTA to provide the greatest transit system in the world to the riding public in the 

greatest city in the world. 

  

 We are available at your convenience to discuss this matter further.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mario Bucceri 
 

Mario Bucceri, President 

 

 


